Executive Overview
Recruit with Purpose. Hire with Confidence.
Jobvite is an end-to-end Talent Acquisition Suite that enables companies of all sizes to attract, engage, hire, onboard, and
promote the talent needed to drive business outcomes. In addition to the core ATS, The Jobvite Suite offers recruitment
marketing, CRM, intelligent messaging, employee referrals, internal mobility, new hire onboarding, and robust analytics.
Starting with recruitment marketing means using marketing strategies to promote the value of working for an employer in
order to attract, engage, recruit and retain talent.
With 20 years of experience working with our customers to solve tough and evolving talent acquisition challenges, Jobvite
has developed a mature and comprehensive talent acquisition suite & services to achieve more predictable hiring results for
organizations of all sizes, from global enterprises and F500 companies, to middle market and small businesses.
Dedicated to the talent acquisition team, Jobvite empowers recruiters to attract, hire, and retain the best talent to
drive business outcomes. This includes a diversity of talent. Jobvite helps customers to ensure they have the process
and technology to work together to mitigate conscious and unconscious bias where possible, create opportunities for
underrepresented communities, and build strong teams.

Recruiting Loop + AI + Automation

Jobvite takes a marketing-first approach to attract candidates and hire the best talent by combining the power of AI and the
human touch.

Key Industries
While Jobvite has customers across a wide variety of industries, we have particular strength in:

Healthcare

Technology

Finance &
Insurance

Professional
Services

Retail

Hospitality

Manufacturing

Marquee clients
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... Jobvite Executive Overview
What makes Jobvite different?
		

Depth and breadth

		
		
		

The Jobvite Suite is the product of six best-of-breed talent acquisition solutions brought together by K1 Investment
Management to offer the most depth and breadth of recruiting functionality, data and services to help elevate talent
acquisition leaders to be a strategic service to the business.

		Evolve
		
		
		

Our proprietary EVOLVE Talent Acquisition Framework provides a roadmap for developing a top-performing TA 		
team. Our customer experience teams leverage EVOLVE to understand where an organization is currently in 		
TA maturity, identify opportunities to move forward, and help to put advancement strategies into action.

		

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion

		
		
		
		

Jobvite offers a unique combination of technology and services to help our customers build a more diverse talent
pipeline through services and technology. Jobvite offers expert services to create and host content to engage diverse
talent, capabilities like Bias BlockerTM that automatically hides identifiable information, and the analytics and data
insights for customers to measure their progress towards a more diverse workforce.

Assess

Align

Act: EVOLVE

Previously, there was no way for us to know how many open positions we had around the world. This was one of
our biggest issues — we couldn’t even guess and give a ballpark number to our CEO. Jobvite completely solved
that problem for us. Now we can see all the jobs locally and globally which helps us with internal mobility.”

“The ability to house all our recruiting efforts on one platform has not only made our work easier, it’s also simplified
our application process and increased our applicant pool by 40 percent.

			
- Blake Wettstein, Director Human Resources Technology at Ingram Micro

Industry Recognition

ATS and Recruitment Marketing Leader

Top Rated ATS

Jobvite is a comprehensive talent acquisition suite that offers a marketing-inspired
approach to recruiting from first look to first promotion and beyond.

A Leader of WW Modern
Talent Acquisition Suites
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